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Successful value propositions are blindingly obvious in hindsight; however, very few
companies can boast of deliberately creating winning value propositions with any
consistency. Furthermore the majority of value propositions lack the specificity
necessary to serve their intended purpose: that of aligning an organization and its
resources on creating the optimal combination of customer experiences. When this
occurs, the value proposition loses its effectiveness and becomes simply an internal
political tool draining already overburdened resources. So how does an organization
avoid these pitfalls and develop winning value propositions? Start by re-examining your
approach for identifying and measuring customer value.

Different from customer satisfaction
The customer-satisfaction zealots have used the value proposition concept to promote
their 100% customer satisfaction programs and their belief that the “customer is always
right.”  Yet, winning value propositions often do not always “delight” customers.   They 
are in fact, quite often just as much about saying “no” to customers, as they are about 
saying “yes.”  For example, when you fly Southwest Airlines, you will save some money
and get there faster, but you will have to give up the conveniences of assigned seats and
food service, among others. The fact is the most profitable value propositions force the
customer to make trade-offs.

More than just listening to customers
When most organizations want to understand customers’ values, they ask them what’s 
important and listen to the response. It sounds so simple, but there are some inherent
flaws with this approach.

1. You cannot assume that the customer has actually given some thought to the
question and can clearly articulate their requirements.

2. Customers don’t understand your business and technology so they really don’t 
know what is possible.

3. Customers have an annoying habit of asking for things that are unprofitable, like
lower prices and free services.

4. Customers like to make suggestions upon which, they believe, you will act;
therefore, they tend to focus on incremental opportunities instead of breakthrough
leaps in value.

5. Lastly, even assuming that the customer has the winning value proposition all
figured out, it’s highly likely that they are also telling your competition the same 
thing.
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What you can do to develop a winning value propositions
Take a cross-functional team of your best and brightest out to the customer site and
observe their actual behavior. For example if your customers are businesses, visit the
production floor and observe the calm or the chaos as it exists in their environment.
Spend time with the people “on the line” as well as the management team. And then take
them off line and ask them to explain the motivations
that drive their behaviors. Identify aspects of their
current experience that are imperfect and dig until you
fully understand the consequences (economic or
intangible) of those imperfections. If you can fix an
imperfection, that is a benefit that could be included in
your value proposition…even if the imperfection goes 
unnoticed by the customer today.

Analyze the entire customer experience
Structure your customer visits to understand their whole experience lifecycle, not just
their purchase criteria or their experience using your product. Gain an understanding of
the six stages of the “customer experience lifecycle”: 

1. Discovery
2. Purchase
3. First-use
4. Ongoing-use
5. Management
6. Disposal

Be specific and quantifiable
Don’t let the customer say delivery is the most important issue and move on.  Find out 
exactly what is their current delivery experience. Is it 95% on-time within the specified
hour of the specified day? Or, is it 50% on time to the day, 40% one day early and 10%
one day late. It makes a big difference. In addition, make sure that you understand all of
the ramifications when the shipment is either late or early. This information should later
be used to build customer value models that quantify the worth of specific benefits in
monetary terms.

Translate the value proposition into a delivery strategy
Seeing the opportunity means nothing unless actions are taken. The visit team should
review what they have learned immediately following the visit and identify potential
improvements to the customer’s experience. Those improvements can then be compared 
to the alternatives available to the customer. Finally, the team must translate that value
proposition into a profitable delivery strategy including how the organization will both
create the value and communicate that value.
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And the winner is…
It is then time for the litmus test: Is this value delivery strategy truly a win for your
organization? In other words,
 Can you actually create the customer experiences in the timeframe?
 Can you sustain this value proposition throughout the window of opportunity?
 Is it profitable?

If the answers to these questions are yes, and the value proposition is determined to be a
winner, you have one final question to answer: will you commit to it? Commitment
means more than verbally agreeing to the value proposition. You have to allocate
resources to ensure its success and re-prioritize initiatives as necessary to facilitate its
progress. In the end, a well-crafted value proposition alone does not ensure the success
of an organization; but rather, it is the use of that information to align the business on
delivering the winning customer value that creates an enduring path to success.
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